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Generic items only:.The present invention relates to a new and distinct cultivar of Buxus plant,
botanically known as Buxus sempervirens ‘Uniquing’ and hereinafter referred to by the name
‘Uniquing’. The new Buxus plant is a product of a planned breeding program conducted by the
Inventor in Aalsmeer, The Netherlands and Glandorf, Germany. The objective of the breeding
program is to create new fast-growing Buxus plants with numerous attractive new and unique leaves
and flower patterns. The new Buxus plant originated from a cross-pollination made by the Inventor in
May, 2008 in Aalsmeer, The Netherlands of a proprietary selection of Buxus sempervirens identified
as code number B 85-02, not patented, as the female, or seed, parent with a proprietary selection of
Buxus sempervirens identified as code number B 92-14, not patented, as the male, or pollen, parent.
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Station is a railway station on the East Japan Railway Company (JR East) Tokaido Main Line located in

Funabashi, Chiba Prefecture, Japan. Lines Ōmiya Yamaguchi Station is served by the Tokaido Main
Line, and is located 104.9 km from the starting point of the line at Tokyo Station. Station layout

Ōmiya Yamaguchi Station has two ground-level opposed side platforms connected by a footbridge.
The station is unattended. Platforms Adjacent stations History The station opened on March 20, 1924
as a station on the Japanese Government Railways (JGR) Kōhoku Line. It was one of the first stations

in Chiba Prefecture to be electrified. The JGR became the JNR after World War II. With the
privatization of the JNR on April 1, 1987, the station came under the operational control of the East
Japan Railway Company. Passenger statistics In fiscal 2016, the station was used by an average of
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of East Japan Railway CompanyQ: Macro to extract number of days between dates I've spent a
couple of days looking for a solution that will help me create a macro for quick and easy extraction of

the number of days between dates, nothing seems to be working out for me. I have 3 columns:
Month, Day, Date First I have to create a column which will calculate the difference between the
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Month of current date and the next month, then another column which will subtract the previous
column and
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